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Dažas programmas Word funkcijas nevar parādīt pakalpojumā Google dokumenti un, ja veiksit izmaisas, tās tiks atmestasSkatīt detalizētu informāciju Share Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. View source Share Wizzle Wishes is the 11th episode of Dora the
Explorer from Season 1. Summary characters Dora and Boots help Wizzle recover her lost wishes and bring her back home. Dora and Boots' plot reads Wizzle's story The Wizzle and the Four Wishes. First, they took it out of the backpack. After that, they started reading. In the story, Wizzle finds a bag of
desire. There's four in the bag. Wizzle made his first wish for ice cream. Later, Wizzle wanted to make another wish but the remaining three wishes flew out of the bag. Wizzle comes out of the book while trying to catch the other three wishes, separating her from her parents. Dora and Boots did all they
could to help Wizzle get home by asking Map. The map says they have to pass through flowering gardens, pass through bean forests and then they have to get up to hope well. When Dora, Boots and Wizzle got to the flowering garden, they found an Isa. Dora, Boots and Wizzle try to catch the first wish,
but the Isa gets it first and hopes its sunflowers grow. The four of them went into flower. Dora, Boots, Wizzle, and Isa down. Afterwards, Dora, Boots and Wizzle exit the Flowery Garden and go to Nutty Forest. Dora, Boots, and Wizzle find desire in crazy bushes. Tico made a wish for peanuts. Suddenly,
some nuts hit Tico's head. Boots tried to tell Tico to be careful, but did not respond, as Tico spoke Spanish, making them tell him cuidado to avoid peanuts instead. Soon after, Dora, Boots and Wizzle exit nutty forest. Now, Dora, Boots, and Wizzle have to figure out how to climb to the top of the hill and get
to the wishing well. They used stepping stones shaped like boxes, six of which were missing. Empty slots are filled to create a complete stepping stone path for Dora, Boots and Wizzle to use to climb up the hill and up to the wishing well. Dora catches the urge and now they have to get Wizzle's book.
After getting it from Backpack, they heard swiper fox. Dora, Boots, and Wizzle stop Swiper to try to swipe the last wish. After that, the last wish escapes the book and comes to the viewer at home. He then captures the final wish and hopes Wizzle returns home with Dora and Boots. Wizzle then jumps back
into the book and reunites with her parents. Places in this episode of Flowery Garden Nutty Wishing Well Items in Backpack (clockwise starting from top right) Yellow book with star (correct item) Green book with Purple Triangle book with rhombus Red book with blue book circle with orange book
rectangular with rectangular Release This episode can be found in the book Purple triangle with a book of Blue circles with a book Orange rectangle This episode can be found in Tape Wish on a Star and THE DVD title Meet Diego! and Dora's Big Birthday Adventure. Trivia Aside from berry hunt's
previous episode credits, this is the first episode to introduce the Wizzle species. This is the 11th episode of the show. This is the first episode to find Señor Tucán. This is the first episode in which the Isa is light green instead of dark green. Benny didn't appear in this episode. This is the second episode of
Trio Fiesta not jumping out and shouting the place after Dora and Boots ask Where are we going? during The Song of the Journey. Instead, Wizzle said it. This is the first episode written by Chris Gifford. When Dora and Boots asked viewers to say Peta!, Dora didn't say Harder!, she instead said I think
you should say it again!. Dance Map is recycled from Hic-Boom-oh!. Goofs/iTunes Errors lists this episode as WizzleWishes. There's no room between Wizzle and Desire. When Backpack was checked a second time, the same book from the first segment switched positions. Character Find Señor Tucán
Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Wikipedia list article This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to trusted sources. Unwarranted material may be challenged and removed. Find sources: List of Dora
the Explorer episodes – news · newspapers · books · undergraduate · JSTOR (August 2015) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) Dora the Explorer is an American animated television series created by Chris Gifford, Valerie Walsh Valdes, and Eric Weiner that premiered on
Nickelodeon on August 14, 2000. Serial ini diproduksi oleh Nickelodeon Animation Studio dan merupakan salah satu serial terlama yang ditayangkan di blok Nick Jr. Series overview SeasonEpisodesOriginally airedFirst airedLast airedPilotJune 12, 1999 (1999-06-12)126August 14, 2000 (2000-08-
14)October 15, 2001 (2001-10-15)227March 11, 2002 (2002-03-11)July 14, 2003 (2003-07-14)323August 26, 2003 (2003-08-26)April 22, 2004 (2004-04-22)424September 24, 2004 (2004-09-24)November 5, 2007 (2007-11-05)521September 7, 2008 (2008-09-07)August 15, 2010 (2010-08-
15)619November 5, 2010 (2010-11-05)February 3, 2012 (2012-02-03)718April 4, 2012 (2012-04-04)January 16, 2013 (2013-01-16)820March 18, 2013 (2013-03-18)August 9, 2019 (2019-08-09) Episodes Pilot (1999) Before the show premiered, a 15 second animation test and a 15 minute pilot episode
were produced. Pilot episodes have been classed as missing media because they have not been released to the public except through storyboard diagrams and small clips. [1] TitleDirected byOriginal air dateProd.codeDora the ExplorerJed Miller and Fred NicksJune 12, 1999 (1999-06-12)TBA Synopsis
of this pilot story parallels the episode Beaches [Season 1, episode 4]. [2] Note: This pilot features prototypes of the main characters, sometimes with significantly different designs, including Dora (green eyes, not with brown eyes), Boots (different appearance and not wearing boots), Benny (brown cow,
not blue, called Benito), Tico (blue skunk with orange hair, not purple squirrel with pink hair), Swiper (unchanged), Backpack, Map, Isa, Trio Fiesta , and Val the Octopus. [3] Season 1 (2000–2001) No.overallNo. inseasonTitle [4]Animation direction byWritten byStoryboard byOriginal air date
[4]Prod.code11The Big Red ChickenSteve Socki and Arne WongEric WeinerTina Kugler and Ysty VeluzAugust 14, 2000 (2000-08-14)TBA After reading the big red book, titled The Legend of the Big Red Chicken., about a very small chicken that hopes on the constellation of chickens to get a large size
dora and Boots, follow the direction of Map , crossing two obstacles, a wooden bridge (damaged, but repaired by Dora with the help of Señor Tocan) and a wooden gate (locked, but opened by Dora with a recovered four-way key), to get to Big Red Hill to meet the Big Red Rooster. Their journey is
constantly hampered by Swiper, who initially unsuccessfully tries to steal the book and then manages to steal a four-way lock. They eventually reached Big Red Hill, which in reality is the sitting form of the Big Red Rooster. Note: This is the series premiere episode and also debuts Dora, Boots, Backpack,
Map, Swiper, Trio Fiesta, Señor Tucan, and Big Red Chicken. 22Lost and FoundSteve Socki and Arne WongEric WeinerKaren Heathwood and Kelly KennedyAugust 15, 2000 (2000-08-15)TBA While playing hide and seek, Dora and Boots find Baby Blue Bird, a Spanish-speaking bluebird chick, who has
fallen from her nest, is located in a small blue tree, and has been lost Upon the direction provided by Map, Dora and Boots travel past a banana tree (which they ate to defend themselves) and through a cornfield (filled with angry red ants , which they avoided by following the instructions of the talking
scarecrow who told them to stick to the blue rock path of the field after mistakenly scaring Baby Blue Bird which resulted in not only her crying, but also scarecrow crying) to finally get the girl back to her family in their little blue tree house. Along the way they must; constantly avoid swipers who
unsuccessfully try to steal items they find on their way, such as their food (bananas) and chick gifts to their mother (purple flowers); constantly entertaining girls; and even rediscovered her after she got lost again. Note: This is Baby Blue Bird and Scarecrow's debut. Socki and Arne WongValerie
WalshKaren Heathwood and Kelly KennedyAugust 16, 2000 (2000-8-16)TBA Dora and Boots follow Map's directions to investigate source sources The sound (Hic, Boom, oh!) comes from Yellow Valley, which they heard while playing Loud and Quiet games. They traverse noisy rivers (with the help of
Tico paddling on a blue rowing boat, the only rowing boat available with life jackets and no holes) and enough forest (using acoustic horns from the Backpack to resurrect the sleeping Big Red Rooster that blocks the only way, then also use the tiptoeing road to avoid waking Swiper who has failed to try to
steal their horns). After discovering that the source of the mysterious sound is Benny with hiccups (Hic! - Hiccups, Boom! - Hitting the ground after a fall, oh! - Exclamation), they help heal Benny's hiccups by helping him count aloud to 10. Note: This is Tico and Benny's debut. 44BeachesGary ConradEric
WeinerKaren Heathwood and Zac MoncriefAugust 17, 2000 (2000-08-17)TBA Dora gave Boots a floating swimming ring, after they decided to swim on the beach. Following Map's directions, they travel through some yellow sand dunes via a yellow path (also helping Benny who continues to take the
wrong path) and down a wooden walkway accessed by a rope ladder (a plank that was lost, but repaired by Dora and Boots). During this trip, they repeatedly meet Swiper, prevent Swiper from trying to steal Tico's ice blocks (a friend they met along the way), and then recover the Boots floaty after Swiper
manages to steal, and then dispose of it, it. They reunite with Tico and Benny to swim on the beach, patrolled by octopus lifeguards (Val). Note: This is Val the Octopus's debut. 55Es CreamGary ConradEric WeinerKelly Kennedy and Ty SchafrathAugust 18, 2000 (2000-08-18)TBA Dora and Boots just
missed getting ice cream from an ice cream truck (operated by Val the Octopus). After learning from Benny that the ice cream truck was heading to Coney Island (an island with a giant ice cream cone on it), they followed Map's instructions to get there, namely past the strawberry mountain (get a ride from
Tico in his car) and cross the brown lake (using a brown boat, which they had to recover after Swiper managed to steal, and then disguards, it was). On the island of Coney, Isa tells them about the location of the Ice Truck and the cost of ice cream (8 coins). Dora and Boots call ice cream (using Cheers of
Ice Cream for Ice Cream) and each buys ice cream using coins from Backpack. Note: This is the debut of the Isa. 66Choo ChooGary ConradEric WeinerBob Curtis and Tina KuglerAugust 21, 2000 (2000-08-21)TBA Dora and Boots visited the train station to see the train (green, red, and blue) and
encouraged them to blow their whistles, finding that the smaller blue train (Azul) was not After learning that the first prize in the big train race (run by Val the Octopus) to the big yellow station was the big whistle, they helped Azul Azul in the race. Following directions, they traveled up the mountain (helping
Azul with the steep climb of the mountain with cheers of encouragement) and through the tunnel (helping azul with the flash of the Backpack, thus helping them see and almost avoid colliding with the upcoming gray train). The other two trains (green and red) tyres will initially fast, allowing them to win the
race. Swiper continued to hamper their efforts by initially successfully stealing, and then disposing of, part of the blue line train tracks (repaired by Dora and Boots after recovering the missing piece of track) and then unsuccessfully trying to steal the race whistle prize. Note: This is Azul's debut. 77Treasure
IslandArne WongEric WeinerKelly Kennedy and Ty SchafrathAugust 22, 2000 (2000-08-22)TBA Dora and Boots learn about buried treasure chests, accessible with blue keys, from the Pirate Parrot, which they discovered during game I spy. After finding the blue keys and getting directions from Map, they
traverse a long mire of sticky icky mud (using wooden planks, acting as a bridge, as directed by pirate parrots, scout tree keepers) and across Crocodile Lake (using a boat that sails by the Pirate Parrot and soothes crocodiles by singing Grande, Grande Grande!), to get to Treasure Island. The Pirate
Parrot introduces them to the Pirate Pig which shows them where to find and dig buried treasures (gold coins, toys, chocolate cup cakes with pink ice and stickers), which they all share. Their journey is hampered by a swiper who twice attempts to steal a blue key (after success), and throws it away.
88Three Little PiggiesGeorge ChialtasCarin Greenberg BakerKaren Heathwood and Zac MoncriefAugust 23, 2000 (2000-08-23)TBA Dora and Boots visited the pigsty to give each of the three blue ribbon pig dwellers (from Backpack) a good one. While unsuccessfully trying to steal the tape, Swiper leaves
the gate open, allowing the pig to escape. Following Map's directions, Dora and Boots found 3 pigs, one in a haystack in a hay field, one hiding behind a few barrels in a shed, and the smallest (Oinky) on an unstable apple tree branch (rescued by Dora using a net from a backpack). Because it's too heavy
to carry, Dora and Boots use carts to collect and return pigs to their pens, before Swiper can steal their ribbons. The cart caused a variety of problems on their way that needed to be resolved, namely rolling down the hill to almost run to the gate (a collision avoided by Tico opening it) and getting stuck in
the mud. 99Big RiverGary ConradLeslie ValdesBob and Tina KuglerAugust 24, 2000 (2000-08-24)TBA Boots started singing and dancing about her red boots, after Dora caught an older pair of boots while fishing in the river. One of boots slipped red boots, so she and Dora used a boat (damaged, but the
hole is fixed by Dora and Boots) to follow the directions of Maps to retrieve it. They follow closely behind the boots while walking down the river, under the bascule bridge (down but opened by Tico), past some rapids (having to duck under oversling branches), past frog rocks (which Dora and Boots have to
line up to avoid bumping into them), and then into waterfalls (avoided by taking a 'water slide'-like creek running parallel to the obstacles). They took red boots from the river at the bottom of the waterfall, using a fishing rod from Backpack. Swiper hampered them on this journey, initially unsuccessfully
trying to steal the boat after they repaired it, and then unsuccessfully trying to steal the boots taken after being rescued from the river. 1010Berry HuntArne WongEric WeinerKelly Kennedy and Ty SchafrathAugust 25, 2000 (2000-08-25)TBA After Dora ate five blue berries her mother packed for her, Dora
and Boots went hunting more at Blueberry Hill. After getting a little blue pail to take them (from backpack) and directions to Blueberry Hill (from Map), they cross the Icy Cold River (using a rowboat) and the Thorny Forest (using one of the redundant vines to swing), to get to Blueberry Hill (locked, but
accessed with the Spanish password Abre!). While picking blueberries, they try to keep as much as possible to avoid resurrecting Swiper, who lives in a protective hole on the hill. However, after selecting 15 of them, they had to fend off Swiper's attempts to steal the freshly picked blueberries. They are
then chased off the hill, and return to all the obstacles the way they came, by a hungry bear. They run away from the bear when he can't swim all the way over the icy river to follow them, allowing Dora and Boots to celebrate and eat the blueberries they get. 1111The wishes of WizzleGeorge ChialtasChris
GiffordKaren Heathwood and Zac MoncriefAugust 28, 2000 (2000-08-28)TBA Dora reads Boots a story (The Wizzle and the Four Wishes) from a book about desire (yellow with a star emblem) from Backpack. In the story, a 'wizzle' child (Wizzle) finds a bag with a four-star desire. After using his initial
desire (for ice cream), Wizzle had to pursue one of his desires, fascinated by a gust of wind, out of the storybook. While trying to wish himself a return to his storybook parents (mummy and father), yet another gust of wind blew his three remaining wishes away. After Map advises them that the desire leads
to a well of hope, Dora, Boots, and Wizzle go past the Flowery Garden (they are trapped on top of a giant sunflower, too great by the use of Isa from one's wishes, but escape by sliding down its trunk), through a forest of beans (save Tico from being hit by a large fallen bean, by shouting cuidado warning!,
after Tico uses one of the desires to conquer them all), to get the the well hopes on a slippery muddy hill (with a broken stepping stone path all the way to the well, which they repair by replacing the missing stepping stone). Dora catches the last remaining star and prevents Swiper from stealing it, allowing
her to use to hope Wizzle returns to her parents' house in the storybook. 1212The Grandmother's HouseArne WongEric WeinerTina Kugler and Erik WieseAugust 29, 2000 (2000-08-29)TBA's mother Dora (Mami) gives Dora a basket of treats (cake, mango, some rice pudding, and a picture that Dora has
pulled from her boots and herself.) to give to Dora's grandmother (Abuela), to make Abuela feel better as she recovers from a cold. Following Map's instructions, Dora and Boots cross bumpy bridges (using the fishing pool from Backpack to pick up baskets when falling into the ravine of the bridge range)
and cross the Turtle River by stepping on some spanish-speaking turtle resident shells (initially having to find a basket when they place it on the turtle's back and get carried away) to get to Grandma's house. During their journey, they must continue to avoid Swiper who made several failed attempts to
steal the basket. Note: This is Mami and Abuela's debut. 1313George ChialtasEric WeinerKelly Kennedy and Ty SchafrathAugust 30, 2000 (2000-08-30)TBA Today was Boots' birthday and to celebrate, Dora and her friends held a big surprise party for her. 1414SelotipGeorge ChialtasChris GiffordKaren
Heathwood and Zac MoncriefAugust 31, 2000 (2000-08-31)TBA Dora and Boots had to give Benny the Bull a roll of sticky tape, and patch up a hole that had developed in his hot air balloon before he fell into Crocodile Lake. 1515Bouncing BallGeorge ChialtasEric WeinerJohn Fountain and Tina
KuglerSeptember 1, 2000 (2000-09-01)TBA Boots bought a new ball at a toy store with Dora. Once it bounces too hard, it bounces off to the nearest volcano, so they have to pick it up before the volcano erupts. 1616BackpackGeorge ChialtasEric WeinerKelly Kennedy and Ty SchafrathSeptember 25,
2000 (2000-09-25)TBA Dora tells viewers a story about how she first got her own purple Backpack and how she and Boots returned 8 books to the library before it closed. Note: This is Papi's debut. 1717Bugga BuggaGary ConradEric WeinerKaren Heathwood and Zac MoncriefOctober 10, 2000 (2000-
10-10)TBA Dora and Boots help Mami Bugga Bugga return home to The Big Blue Bush with a cake to feed her 10 baby Bugga Bugga. 1818Fish Out of WaterGeorge ChialtasEric WeinerTina Kugler and Dominic OrlandoOctober 23, 2000 (2000-10-23)TBA Dora and Boots help a missing Baby Red Fish
out of a tide pool and return it back to its family at sea, in Red Rock. 1919Little StarKen WeinerKelly Kennedy and Ty SchafrathJanuary 22, 2001 (2001-01-22)TBA Dora and Boots should bring Little Star back home the night sky with the moon, above Mount High, after the runaway comet accidentally
knocked him unconscious. 2020Dora Rescue PrinceGeorge ChialtasValerie WalshTina Kugler and Dominic OrlandoFebruary 5, 2001 (2001-02-05)TBA Dora and Boots jump into the storybook to save Prince Ramon, who was imprisoned in the High Tower by an evil witch, who did not allow toys on his
own property. 2121El CoquíBob CurtisLeslie ValdesKaren Heathwood and Zac MoncriefMay 2, 2001 (2001-05-02)TBA Dora and Boots found coquí's missing frog, which could not sing until she was in her island home. They decided to return Coquí to his island so he could sing. 2222 BrownKen
KesselEric WeinerTina Kugler and Zac MoncriefMay 3, 2001 (2001-05-03)TBA Dora and Boots try to find a Brown Tree and a special gift for Abuela. 2323To The TreehouseGeorge ChialtasEric WeinerTina Kugler and Dominic OrlandoMay 4, 2001 (2001-05-04)TBA Dora and Boots helped their friends get
to the tree house for a big thank you party. 2424Te AmoGeorge ChialtasEric WeinerDominic OrlandoOctober 1, 2001 (2001-10-01)TBA An evil magician named El Mago has turned a royal couple, King Popo and Queen Mary into mountains. Now, Dora and Boots must set out to break the spell before El
Mago stops them. 2525Seruling PabloBob CurtisEric WeinerKaren Heathwood and Eric SanfordOctober 8, 2001 (2001-10-08)TBA Dora and Boots set out on Pablo mountain to return the colorful flute to Pablo, himself, and reverse the devastating drought on his grandfather's farm. 2626Call Me Mr.
RiddlesKen KesselValerie WalshKelly Kennedy and Ty SchafrathOctober 15, 2001 (2001-10-15)TBA Boots is confident he can solve the most ridiculous puzzles when he and Dora are selected to complete a puzzle contest on the Highest Mountain. Season 2 (2002–03) No.overallNo. inseasonTitle
[5]Animation direction byWritten byStoryboard byOriginal air date [5]Prod.code271The Big StormGeorge ChialtasEric WeinerKelly Kennedy and Kuni TomitaMarch 11, 2002 (2002-03-11)TBA Dora and Boots had to warn their jungle friends on their way home All the way, they stopped the storm clouds by
singing Rain, Rain, Go Away. 282The Magic StickGeorge ChialtasValerie WalshKelly Kennedy and Kuni TomitaMarch 12, 2002 (2002-03-12)TBA Dora and Boots discover a magic wand and attempt to Highest Hill to reveal its magic power. 293The Missing PieceGeorge Chialtas and Sherie PollackEric
WeinerDominic Orlando and Eric SanfordMarch 18, 2002 (2002-03-18)TBA A Jigsaw puzzle wizard named El Encantador (Spanish for witch) loses a piece: his magic wand. It's up to Dora and Boots to help her find him so he can do his magic. 304Rojo, Fire PollackEric WeinerEdwin Alcala and Enrico
SantanaMarch 19, 2002 (2002-03-19)TBA Rojo, fire truck invites Dora and Boots to achieve the first one Mission: rescue a kitten trapped in a large tree. 315Lost SqueakyGeorge ChialtasChris GiffordAlex Que and Mike SosnowskiMarch 25, 2002 (2002-03-25)TBA Boots lost its new creaking bath toy, so
she and Dora headed to Gooey Geyser to rescue him. 326DoraSherie Pollack Doctor WalshEdwin Alcala and Enrico SantanaMarch 26, 2002 (2002-03-26)TBA Dora and Boots play doctor, where they help some of their friends with different health problems, while giving them lollipops and stickers. Most
importantly, they had to help Benny the Bull cure his allergies in his barn. 337The Golden ExplorersGeorge ChialtasEric WeinerAlex Que and Mike SosnowskiApril 1, 2002 (2002-04-01)TBA Dora, Boots, Isa, Benny, and Tico formed a football team called Golden Explorers and played against large
dinosaurs. 348El Día de las Madres (Mother's Day)Sherie PollackLeslie ValdesDominic Orlando and Eric SanfordMay 8, 2002 (2002-05-08)TBA Dora and Boots had to collect ingredients for Mami to bake a Special Mother's Day cake: 10 bananas, 6 nuts, and 1 chocolate 359Lost MapGeorge ChialtasEric
WeinerKelly Kennedy and Kuni TomitaSeptember 16, 2002 (2002-09-16)TBA After the silly bird mistake Peta as a stick for his nest on the Highest Mountain , Dora and Boots have to make their own map and go there to save their friend. 3610Pinto, Pony ExpressSherie PollackAshley MendozaDominic
Orlando and Eric SanfordSeptember 18, 2002 (2002-09-18)TBA Cowgirl Dora and Cowboy Boots rode their trusty friend Pinto the pony across the wild west to deliver Cowboy Cookies to Benny in his barn. However, they should prevent Swiper from swiping it. 3711The Big PiñataSherie PollackLeslie
ValdesEdwin Alcala and Enrico SantanaSeptember 19, 2002 (2002-09-19)TBA Dora and Boots need to get 10 yellow tickets at the carnival to win a big prize: a big piñata with a special prize in it. 3812The Happy Old TrollGeorge ChialtasChris GiffordKelly Kennedy and Kuni TomitaSeptember 20, 2002
(2002-09-20)TBA Nothing makes grumpy Old Trolls happy, except for three things: purple petunia flowers, fireworks, and flying horses. Dora and Boots want to find all the things that make her happy so she can do a happy dance. 3913 Super Map! Sherie PollackValerie WalshAlex Que and Mike
SosnowskiOctober 14, 2002 (2002-10-14)TBA Map found a magic cloak that gave him superpowers on the Highest Mountain. Now as a Super Map, she has to lead Dora and Boots back home so Mami and Papi can show them super surprises. 4014Click! George ChialtasEric WeinerAlex Que and Mike
SosnowskiNovember 5, 2002 (2002-11-05)TBA Dora and Boots entered a photo contest requiring them to take pictures of wild animals to win. 4115Rápído, Tico! (Hurry, Tico!) ChialtasEric WeinerDominic Orlando and Eric SanfordNovember 18, 2002 (2002-11-18)TBA Boots eager for a fire truck by post.
When the package arrives, the box is empty. It turned out to be gone and now sits a corner above Snowy Mountain, so she, Dora and Tico have to pick it up before Swiper does. 4216The prize for SantaGeorge ChialtasChris GiffordKelly Kennedy and Kuni TomitaDecember 11, 2002 (2002-12-11)TBA
Today is Christmas Eve, and Dora and Boots want to go to the North Pole to give gifts to Santa Claus. 4317A letter to SwiperGeorge ChialtasEric WeinerDominic Orlando and Eric SanfordJanuary 20, 2003 (2003-01-20)TBA Dora and Boots sent a letter to Swiper when the Special Delivery Bird
accidentally broke his glasses. Along the way, they send letters to Tico, Isa and Benny containing different surprises. 4418Dora, La MúsicoGeorge ChialtasLeslie ValdesKelly Kennedy and Kuni TomitaJanuary 27, 2003 (2003-01-27)TBA Dora, Boots and their friends led the parade for free musical
instruments locked in the Music Box by Señor Shush, who did not allow music or noise in his town. 4519The Egg HuntSherie PollackEric WeinerEdwin Alcala and Enrico SantanaApril 20, 2003 (2003-04-20)TBA Today is Easter, and Dora and Boots hunt cascarónes - Easter eggs with confetti and gifts in
them. 4620 Spy SuperGeorge ChialtasValerie WalshKelly Kennedy and Kuni TomitaApril 24, 2003 (2003-04-24)TBA Fellow Super Spy, Señor Tocan, commissioned Dora and Boots some spy gadgets (Super Spy ID Cards, Spy Phones, Spy Glasses, Spy Straps, Rocket Sneakers and Swiper Detectors,
which they keep in a Backpack agent) and a mission to complete (written in invisible ink, but revealed by their Spy Pen) to warn Isa that Swiper would steal cupcakes in particular. Super Spy Dora and Boots follow agent Maps' directions to get to the Isa, using the Swiper detector to avoid Swiper. They
travel through the garden fence using the Hidden Door (located with Spy Glasses), accessible only using the Abre! password. After escaping trapped in a hole (with their Rocket Boots, because the sides are too slippery to climb), they travel through the Secret Jungle (get a ride in the Tico Boat Car, after
calling it on the Spy Phone, which allows them to pass through local spiders and snakes, and even over the pool), once again only accessible through hidden doors using the secret password abre!. They swing down the cliff using the Spy Rope (as a zip line attached to a large tree cliff), arriving at the
Flowery Garden in time to stop Swiper stealing a special Cupcake Isa. Super Spy Señor Tocan arrives and tells them that they have completed their mission. 4721To Monkey BarSherie PollackEric WeinerEdwin Alcala and Enrico 28, 2003 (2003-04-28)TBA Dora has a secret: she tries and tries, but never
conquers the monkey bar. If he wants to try it again, he and Boots need to race to Play Park. 4822Southing and Leaving PollackAshley MendozaDominic Orlando and Eric SanfordMay 5, 2003 (2003-05-05)TBA Viewers play hide and seek with Dora and her friends to win a major trophy. 4923School
PetSherie PollackChristine RicciDominic Orlando and Eric SanfordMay 12, 2003 (2003-05-12)TBA Boots visited Dora at school, when they noticed that Mimo, a pet hamster class, was missing from her enclosure! Dora and Boots have to save her. 5024Quack! Shaman! George ChialtasDenise DornKaren
Heathwood and Kuni TomitaMay 19, 2003 (2003-05-19)TBA Dora and Boots need to return the baby duck, which miraculously lives in their coloring book, to his family in the Duck Pond. 5125 Whose Birthday Is It? Sherie PollackChris GiffordAlex Que and Mike SosnowskiMay 26, 2003 (2003-05-26)TBA
Dora and Boots had to find out whose birthday it was when they saw the mysterious Birthday Balloon flying en route to Play Park. They came along with all their friends and followed him there to find out who was throwing the birthday party. 5226The Lost CitySherie PollackChris GiffordAlex Que and Jose
SilverioJune 3, 2003 (2003-06-03)TBA Dora and Boots travel to Lost City, where they hope to find Dora's lost teddy bear, Osito, as well as some of their friends' favorite things. Note: This is the debut of Explorer Stars and the first episode featuring a minigame for one of the stars (Woo-Hoo) during the final
credits instead of Character Find. 5327León, Circus LionGeorge ChialtasEric WeinerAlex Que and Mike SosnowskiJuly 14, 2003 (2003-07-14)TBA Dora and Boots met León, a lion who had juggling, tiperope walking, and unicycling talents, and helped him join the circus. Note: This is the last episode
featuring the original opening theme and opening theme. Season 3 (2003–04) No.overallNo. inseasonTitle [6]Animation direction byWritten byStoryboard byOriginal air date [6]Prod.code541Dora Had a Little LambSherie PollackEric WeinerJose Silverio and Kuni TomitaAugust 26, 2003 (2003-08-26)TBA
Dora and Boots jump into nursery rhyme books to return lost little sheep to their owner, Mary. 552 Meet Diego! George ChialtasEric WeinerDominic Orlando and Eric SanfordOctober 7, 2003 (2003-10-07)TBA Dora introduced his cousin, Diego, to Boots and viewers for the first time. For their first mission
together, Dora, Boots, and Diego must rescue a baby jaguar from a waterfall. Note: This episode marks Diego's debut, which will later get its own spin-off series: Go, Diego, Go! 563Stuck TruckGeorge ChialtasEric WeinerDominic Orlando and Eric SanfordOctober 8, 2003 (2003-10-08)TBA Boots called
his truck friends on a rescue mission to free the Ice Cream Truck from a ditch near Play Park. 574Roberto the RobotGeorge ChialtasChris GiffordDominic Orlando and SanfordOctober 9, 2003 (2003-10-09)TBA Dora and Boots help a lost robot named Roberto get to his grandfather's grandfather 585The
Big PotatoSherie PollackValerie WalshAlex Que and Jose SilverioOctober 10, 2003 (2003-10-10)TBA Benny accidentally turns himself into a potato, using a magic wand belonging to a friendly young witch. Now Dora, Boots, and Benny must get to the witch's castle to return her wand and reverse her
spell. 596 Rescue, Rescue, Rescue! Sherie PollackEric WeinerDominic Orlando and Eric SanfordOctober 13, 2003 (2003-10-13)TBA Dora and Boots need to save 3 friends: Baby Jaguar, Isa, and Benny. However, Baby Jaguar, Isa, and Boots panic when they see a dangerous situation, so Dora teaches
them to take a deep breath to calm down. Then they make plans on how to save their friends. 607Welcome Puppies! Sherie PollackChristine RicciAlex Que and Jose SilverioOctober 14, 2003 (2003-10-14)TBA Dora and Boots jumped into a handheld video game console to rescue 100 puppies from being
caged in cages by cruel dog catchers. 618Help! George ChialtasValerie WalshDominic Orlando and Eric SanfordOctober 15, 2003 (2003-10-15)TBA Dora and Boots set out to tell the young kinkajou magic words to fulfill his destiny to become king. 629What Happens Next? George ChialtasValerie
WalshAlex Que and Jose SilverioOctober 16, 2003 (2003-10-16)TBA After reading the story of Three Little Pigs, Dora and Boots wonder what happened after the end. So they use their imagination to continue the story, setting off on an adventure in their minds. 6310The Fix-It MachineSherie PollackEric
WeinerAlex Que and Jose SilverioOctober 17, 2003 (2003-10-17)TBA Boots had a hole in his boot, so Dora decided to take him to fix it. Along the way, they meet their friends with other items that have holes in them, so they bring them along. 6411Baby DinoGeorge Chialtas and Sherie PollackEric
WeinerJim Schumann and Mike SosnowskiOctober 22, 2003 (2003-10-22)TBA Dora, Boots, and Diego brought a baby apatosaurus dinosaur back home with its mother on Dino Island. 6512Baseball BootsSherie PollackChris GiffordDominic Orlando and Eric SanfordOctober 23, 2003 (2003-10-23)TBA
Boots wanted to have his first big hit, so he and Dora decided to go to the baseball stadium to see if he could do it. 6613Boots' Special DayGeorge ChialtasChris GiffordAlex Que, Jim Schumann, Jose Silverio and Mike SosnowskiOctober 24, 2003 (2003-10-24)TBA Today is Boots' special day and he can
do whatever he wants, such as leading a huge drum parade and visiting Diego's animal rescue center. But most importantly, Boots wants to visit his father at work! 6714To South PoleSherie PollackAshley MendozaDominic and Eric SanfordOctober 27, 2003 (2003-10-27)TBA Dora, Boots, and Diego help
a lost baby penguin return to his family at the South Pole. 6815 Trip to Purple PlanetGeorge ChialtasEric WeinerDominic Orlando and Eric SanfordOctober 28, 2003 (2003-10-28)TBA (2003-10-28)TBA and Boots explodes into space to return 5 aliens named Flinky, Inky, Plinky, Dinky, and Al to the Purple
Planet. 6916Boo! Sherie PollackEric WeinerJim Schumann and Mike SosnowskiOctober 29, 2003 (2003-10-29)TBA On Halloween night, Dora wore a cat costume while Boots wore a hybrid between a firefighter and a chicken. They then meet a light purple monster named Little Monster. Meanwhile, they
heard bells coming from the clock tower. When the arrow points to the 12th, it means all the monsters will arrive at the Monster House for a Halloween party. Following directions from Map, Dora and Boots help Little Monster navigate through pumpkin patches (where they meet the Scarecrow, who gives
them instructions to choose one of three paths with the correct Jack-O-Lantern bucket on display) and the Good Witch Forest (where they access through the gate using the word Abre! and receive permission from the Good Witch, allowing them to ride a broomstick and avoid some obstacles) to get to
monster house the party begins. All three stars caught along the way, including Disco Star. Also, they see some friends wearing Halloween costumes and avoid Swiper, who doesn't manage to steal their Halloween candy. 7017Dora Save GameGeorge ChialtasValerie WalshCarol Datuin and Ysty
VeluzNovember 11, 2003 (2003-11-11)TBA cousin Dora Daisy was playing a game of football. But when Daisy's team, Yellow Tigres, has one fewer player, Daisy relies on Dora to play on her team, so she and Boots head to the football stadium to help Daisy. 7118Dora's Pirate AdventureGeorge Chialtas
and Sherie PollackChris GiffordCarol Datuin, Alex Que, Jose Silverio and Ysty VeluzJanuary 27, 2004 (2004-01-27)TBA Dora and her friends will play about pirates for an audience of friends and relatives. But when the Pirate Pig and his Pirate Piggies stole the treasure chest with costumes in it, the group
set out to cross what was literally seven seas and pass under the Singing Bridge to go to Treasure Island and get the costume back in time for the show. Note: This is the first double length episode. 7219The Super Silly FiestaGeorge ChialtasValerie WalshJim Schumann and Mike SosnowskiApril 12,
2004 (2004-04-12)TBA Today, the Big Red Rooster hosted the Super Silly Fiesta. But the cake is gone! 7320Boots' Cuddly DinosaurSherie PollackChris GiffordCarol Datuin and Ysty VeluzApril 19, 2004 (2004-04-19)TBA Boots lost a cuddly dinosaur in Play Park, so she and Dora needed to go there to
find it in time to stay at Dora's house before sunset. 7421DaysGeorge ChialtasValerie Walsh and Alix Landry-IversonJim Schumann and Mike SosnowskiApril 20, (2004-04-20) TBA Dora and Boots can experience a lot of work to help them figure out what they want when they grow up. Adult. PollackEric
WeinerJose Silverio and Kuni TomitaApril 21, 2004 (2004-04-21)TBA Dora and Boots met Red Rooster and helped calm his throat. Together, they went to the Highest Hill to wake up the sun. 7623ABC AnimalsSherie PollackChristine RicciDominic Orlando and Eric SanfordApril 22, 2004 (2004-04-22)TBA
Dora and Boots jumped into the giant alphabet book and saw that all animals from A-Z were missing except Armadillo. Season 4 (2004–07) No.overallNo. inseasonTitle [7]Animation direction by [a]Written byStoryboard byOriginal air date [7]Prod.code771Dora's Fairytale AdventureGeorge Chialtas and
Sherie PollackEric WeinerCarol Datuin, Miyuki Hoshikawa, Dominic Orlando, Alex Que, Jose Silverio, Janice Tolentino, Arthur Valencia and Ysty VeluzSeptember 24, 2004 (2004-09-24)TBA Dora and Boots played in Fairytale Land, the magical place where fairytale characters live. But when the wicked
witch casts a spell on Boots, she falls into deep sleep and transforms into Sleeping Boots. The only way to break the spell is with Sleeping Boots to get a hug from a real princess. It's up to Dora to become a true princess and save Boots before it's too late. Note: This is the 2nd double length episode.
782Daisy, La QuinceañeraSherie PollackValerie WalshAlex Que and Jose SliverioOctober 1, 2004 (2004-10-01)TBA Dora and Boots had to carry Daisy's crown and birthday shoes for her quinceañera (15th birthday), but the search wasn't built for just one or two people, as they got help along the way.
793Star CatcherGeorge Chialtas and Sherie PollackEric WeinerCarol Datuin, Alex Que, Jose Silverio, Kuni Tomita and Ysty VeluzOctober 6, 2004 (2004-10-06)TBA Dora received a Star Pocket from her Abuela and learned how to catch stars. But Swiper swiped it, and attached it to a balloon, where a
prince who caught the star finally got it. 804La Maestra De MúsicaSherie PollackLeslie ValdesCarol Datuin, Jose Silverio, Kuni Tomita and Ysty VeluzNovember 22, 2004 (2004-11-22)TBA Dora and Boots helped their music teacher get to school to sing together, after her bike chain broke. Note: The
English translation for the title of this episode is The Music Teacher. 815The Shy RainbowGeorge ChialtasEric WeinerMiyuki Hoshikawa and Janice TolentinoJanuary 11, 2005 (2005-01-11)TBA Dora and Boots helped a shy rainbow named Arco Iris shine in the sky for the first time. 826Star
MountainSherie PollackChris GiffordCarol Datuin and Ysty VeluzFebruary 22, 2005 (2005-02-22)TBA Swiper swiped and threw Dora's favorite necklace to the top of Star Mountain, so Dora and Boots needed to go there to get it back. 837Big Sister DoraSherie PollackValerie WalshCarol Datuin, Jose
Silverio and Ysty VeluzMarch 21, 2005 Dora and Boots are in a hurry to get to Dora's house after learning that Mami is pregnant. Note: This is Guillermo, Isabella, Isabella, Alicia's debut. However, Guillermo and Isabella's names were not revealed until the episode of Dora's Jack-in-the-Box. In addition,
Alicia will star alongside Diego in the spin-off series Go, Diego, Go! 848Super BabiesSherie PollackLeslie ValdesMiyuki Hoshikawa and Arthur ValenciaMarch 28, 2005 (2005-03-28)TBA Dora tells the story of her baby boy and girl in which they are Super Babies trying to get their banana baby food back
from Swiper. 859Caping BabyGeorge ChialtasChristine RicciCarol Datuin and Ysty VeluzApril 4, 2005 (2005-04-04)TBA Dora tells a true but ridiculous story to her family and friends about the time she and her entire family captured her infant siblings. In his story, his infant siblings are on a runaway
stroller to Gooey Geyser. It wakes Dora's family up in an instant and they have to quickly prevent the baby from rolling into it. 8610Dora's Got a PuppySherie PollackChris GiffordMiyuki Hoshikawa, Enrico Santana and Arthur ValenciaMay 16, 2005 (2005-05-16)TBA Dora and Boots need to bring the home
gift Abuela gave to Perrito the puppy. But they had to hurry because Swiper had a new swipe trick up his sleeve to help him swipe it. 8711We are a team! George ChialtasChris GiffordJose Silverio and Alex QueMay 20, 2005 (2005-05-20)TBA Dora and friends formed a team to win the Super Adventure
Race. 8812Super Spies 2: The Swiping MachineGeorge Chialtas and Sherie PollackValerie WalshAlex Que and Jose SilverioJuly 23, 2005 (2005-07-23)TBA Dora and Boots are on a secret mission to stop Swiper and his new invention from swiping Tico's birthday present. 8913Dora and Diego for
Rescue! Sherie PollackValerie WalshMiyuki Hoshikawa, Dominic Orlando, Jose Silverio and Janice TolentinoSeptember 6, 2005 (2005-09-06)TBA When Boots were blown up by a kite and its strong winds, Dora and Diego had to race to Polar Bear Mountain to rescue him. Note: Jake T. Austin is Diego's
voice in this episode. 9014A Crown for King Juan el BoboGeorge ChialtasEric WeinerAlex Que, Jose Silverio and Arthur ValenciaOctober 3, 2005 (2005-10-03)TBA Dora and Boots helped the goofy and forgetful King Juan el Bobo find his mis-place crown in time for his mother's birthday party. 9115The
Mixed-Up SeasonsSherie PollackChristine RicciCarol Datuin and Ysty VeluzOctober 5, 2005 (2005-10-05)TBA When a snowman appears on the beach in midsu summer, Dora and Boots need to help him and other figures return to their respective seasons. 9216SahabatGeorge ChialtasEric WeinerCarol
Datuin and Ysty VeluzOctober 6, 2005 (2005-10-06)TBA Dora and Boots plan to meet each other at Rainbow Rock for a Friend's Day picnic. 9317Dora's Dance to the RescueGeorge Henry Madden dan Sherie PollackEric WeinerAnna Burns, Carol Datuin, Enrico Santana, Jose Silverio, Janice Tolentino,
Kuni Tomita dan Ysty Ysty In a story Dora tells, Swiper is duped by a cruel dance-loving fairy, and then trapped in a magic bottle. Dora and Boots must win a dance competition at King Juan el Bobo castle, where the prize is one big wish, and they should hope Swiper is free of bottles. Note: This is the 3rd
double length episode. 9418Save DiegoGeorge ChialtasEric WeinerCarol Datuin and Ysty VeluzJanuary 23, 2006 (2006-01-23)TBA Diego has saved many animals, but now he is the one who needs to be rescued because he ended up on a cliff when rescuing parrots. If he falls off a cliff, he'll get impaled
by a huge pile of cacti. Dora and Boots must save her before it's too late. 9519The First Trip of DoraGeorge Chialtas and Sherie PollackEric WeinerAlex Que and Jose SilverioApril 7, 2006 (2006-04-07)TBA Dora recalls when she first met Boots and other animal friends, as well as her first exploration:
returning the instrument to the Fiesta Trio so they could perform a song for the queen bee, who didn't like to wait. 9620Baby Jaguar's RoarGeorge ChialtasLeslie ValdesMiyuki Hoshikawa, Jim Schumann and Janice TolentinoJune 2, 2006 (2006-06-02)TBA Dora, Boots, and Diego help rescue Baby
Jaguar's friend Baby Bear, who is trapped on top of Big Mountain. 9721Boots to the RescueGeorge ChialtasEric WeinerJim Schumann and Janice TolentinoNovember 6, 2006 (2006-11-06)TBA Dora forgot her musical homework on the way to school, so Boots had to go there and return it to her before
she got into trouble. Note: This is the last episode to appear by Explorer Star. 9822 Dora's World Adventure! George Chialtas, Matt Engstrom, Allan Jacobsen and Henry MaddenValerie WalshCarol Datuin, Matt Engstrom, Allen Jacobsen, Maureen Mascarina, Alex Que, Enrico Santana, Jose Silverio,
Janice Tolentino and Arthur ValenciaNovember 19, 2006 (2006-11-19)TBA Dora however, Swiper has swiped all the friendship bracelets from around the world, and the bracelet will not shine unless everyone from each country wears it, so Dora offers to help Swiper restore it. Along the way, they meet
some of Dora's friends in France, Tanzania, Russia, and China. Note: This is the 4th double length episode. 9923Baby CrabGeorge Chialtas and Henry MaddenLeslie ValdesDominic Orlando, Enrico Santana and Arthur ValenciaJune 25, 2007 (2007-06-25)TBA Dora and Boots rescue a baby crab trapped
in a net and return it to Crab Island so she can give her mother a necklace made from shells made for her as a gift Note: This episode takes place on the beach. 10024Dora Saves the MermaidsGeorge Chialtas, Allan Jacobsen and Henry Lenardin-MaddenValerie WalshButch Datuin, Carol Datuin, Enrico
Santana, Silverio, Arthur Valencia dan Ysty VeluzNovember 5, 2007 (2007-11-05)TBA Dora and Boots Boots Mermaid restores the magic crown to hope the Mermaid Kingdom becomes clean again, and to stop the evil octopus from throwing garbage on it. Note 1: This is the last episode in which Kathleen
Herles voices Dora, Harrison Chad voices Boots, and the rest of the original cast to act before their departure, except for the voice of Peta, Swiper, and at least for the next season, Diego. Note 2: This is the 5th double length episode. Season 5 (2008–2010) Caitlin Sanchez replaced Kathleen Herles from
taking on the role of Dora. No.overallNo. inseasonTitle [8]Directed byWritten byStoryboard byOriginal air date [8]Prod.code1011The First Day of SchoolAllan JacobsenJorge AguirreEnrico Vilbar Santana and Jose SilverioSeptember 7, 2008 (2008-09-07)TBA Boots and Tico take a day off to their first day



of school, where Boots will learn Spanish and Tico will learn English. Note: This episode introduces new voice actors for Dora, Boots, Backpack, and Tico. 1022 Backpack ParadeGeorge ChialtasRosemary ContrerasCarol Delmindo Datuin, Enrico Vilbar Santana, Kuni Tomita, Ysty Veluz, Curt Walstead
and Tomihiro YamaguchiSeptember 15, 2008 (2008-09-15)TBA Dora, Boots, and Backpack went to backpack parade, where Backpack would be the leader and sing her song, but her allergies caused her to drop all her belongings. 1033The Great BennyGeorge ChialtasValerie Walsh ValdesBismarck
Butch Datuin, Carol Delmindo Datuin, Jeff DeGrandis and Ysty VeluzSeptember 16, 2008 (2008-09-16)TBA Benny improved his go-cart to finish the race and learned to never give up. Before the race, he, Dora, and Boots met several other riders who needed help. 1044The Unicorn Flower IsaAllan
JacobsenRosemary ContrerasCarol Delmindo Datuin and Curt WalsteadSeptember 17, 2008 (2008-09-17)TBA Dora and Isa help unicornio unicorns return to her home at the end of the rainbow with some unicorn flowers from the Isa garden. 1055Dora's Jack-in-the-BoxGeorge ChialtasRosemary
ContrerasCarol Delmindo Datuin, Curt Walstead and Tomihiro YamaguchiSeptember 18, 2008 (2008-09-18)TBA Dora has found the perfect gift for her sister and sister in the toy shop: a Jack-in-Box-Box On the way home, Jack has to learn when he's supposed to be out of his box so Dora can give them
color. Note: The names of the babies, Guillermo and Isabella, were revealed for the first time. 1066Bark, Bark to Play Park! Henry Lenardin-MaddenBrian BrombergBismark Butch Datuin, Kuni Tomita and Ysty VeluzSeptember 25, 2008 (2008-09-25)TBA It's Twins Day, and Dora and Boots went to Play
Park to reunite Dora's puppy, Perrito, with her twin brother. 1077Dora Rescue Snow WhiteGeorge Chialtas, Allan Jacobsen and Henry Lenardin-MaddenChris GiffordBismark Butch Datuin, Carol Delmindo Datuin, Enrico Santana, Jose Silverio, Ysty Veluz and Curt WalsteadNovember 3, 2008 (2008-11-
03)TBA Sabrina the snow princess The magic crystal is stolen by an evil witch who has locked her in a tower in the hope that all the snow in the forest will melt. Dora, Boots, and Snowflake Fairy set out to rescue the snow princess and prevent the snow from melting. Note: This is the 6th double length
episode. 1088 MayaGeorge ChialtasValerie Walsh ValdesCarol Delmindo Datuin, Dean Kelly, Enrico Vilbar Santana, Jose Silverio, Ysty Veluz and Tomihiro YamaguchiNovsCarol Delmindo Datuin, Dean Kelly, Enrico Vilbar Santana, Jose Silverio, Ysty Veluz and Tomihiro YamaguchiNovember 17, 2008
(2008-11-17)TBA Dora and Boots jump into the storybook to help a set of twins win a Mayan ball game. 1099Bouncy BootsAllan JacobsenJorge AguirreBismarck Butch Datuin, Jeff DeGrandis, Ysty Veluz and Tomihiro YamaguchiNovember 18, 2008 (2008-11-18)TBA When Boots got a pair of his boots
back from a shoe store with Dora, he started bouncing. 11010The Big Red Chicken's Magic ShowGeorge ChialtasRosemary ContrerasBismarck Butch Datuin, Dean Kelly, Kuni Tomita and Ysty VeluzNovember 19, 2008 (2008-11-19)TBA Dora helped Big Red Chicken get ready for its magic show.
11111Dora Save Three Days RajaGeorge ChialtasChris GiffordEnrico Vilbar Santana and Jose SilverioJanuary 6, 2009 (2009-01-06)TBA Dora, Boots, and Diego are all ready for the Three Kings Day party. But Swiper scares off Diego's elephants, Boots camels, and Dora's horses! Now, all three have to
find each other's animals in time for the party. 11212 BennyAllan Jacobsen and Henry Lenardin-MaddenHenry Lenardin-MaddenEnrico Vilbar Santana and Jose SilverioJanuary 19, 2009 (2009-01-19)TBA Dora, Boots, and Benny need to save backpacks and maps, leading to junk. 11313Dora Rescue 3
Little PigsAllan JacobsenBrian BrombergCarol Delmindo Datuin, Kuni Tomita, Curt Walstead and Tomihiro YamaguchiJune 5, 2009 (2009-06-05)TBA Dora, Boots, and Swiper set out in Fairytale Land to save the legendary fairy tale of the Thirty Note: Fairytale Land is back in this episode since Dora's
Fairytale Adventure. 11414Dora Save the Crystal KingdomGeorge Chialtas and Allan JacobsenChris GiffordBismarck Butch Datuin, Carol Delmindo Datuin, Enrico Vilbar Santana, Curt Walstead, Jose Silverio and Ysty VeluzNovember 1, 2009 (2009-11-01)TBA Dora and Boots had to help a girl save the
Crystal Kingdom when drained of color with the help of Snow White. Note: This is the 7th double length episode. 11515 SuperNancy Avery and George ChialtasJorge AguirreCarol Delmindo Datuin, Dean Kelly, Curt Walstead and Tomihiro YamaguchiNovember 30, 2009 (2009-11-30)TBA When Super
Babies take a nap, Dora and Boots travel to Castle of Dreams. Meanwhile, the Dream Fairy is asleep and golden rooster can't wake her up, so Super Babies to solve problems. 11616 Dora Dora's Christmas Songs Chialtas, Allan Jacobsen and Henry Lenardin-MaddenChris GiffordBismarck Butch Datuin,
Carol Delmindo Datuin, Enrico Vilbar Santana, Jose Silverio, Kuni Tomita and Ysty VeluzDecember 6, 2009 (2009-12-06)TBA Santa Claus tells the story when Swiper tries to swipe a star out of a Christmas tree at a Nochebuena Dora party. He then finds himself on Santa's naughty list. When Dora tries
to ask Santa if there's a way to take Swiper off the naughty list, Santa says the only way is that if Swiper learns the true meaning of Christmas. Note 1: This is the 8th double length episode and the second Christmas special in the Dora franchise. Note 2: The episode was released on DVD on November 3,
2009 before it aired. 11717Dora Help Wizzle BirthdayGeorge ChialtasRosemary ContrerasEnrico Vilbar Santana and Jose SilverioJanuary 21, 2010 (2010-01-21)TBA Dora and Boots rescue a special wishful thinking stick for Wizzle Birthday. 11818Pirate Treasure HuntAllan JacobsenValerie Walsh
ValdesBismarck Butch Datuin, Kuni Tomita and Ysty VeluzJanuary 22, 2010 (2010-01-22)TBA Dora and Boots search for treasure chests with a Pirate Pig and his daughter, the Little Pirate Pig. 11919Boots' Banana WishAllan JacobsenValerie Walsh ValdesCarol Delmindo Datuin, Enrico Vilbar Santana,
Ysty Veluz and Curt WalsteadFebruary 11, 2010 (2010-02-11)TBA A hope machine makes bananas fall on Boots relentlessly. The boots are happy to have this special treat, but soon, break the hopeful machine and the bananas won't stop showing up. He and Dora have to find another one at Roberto's
robot workshop. Along the way, Boots faced several problems related to bananas and Dora had to prevent her from uttering the word, banana. 12020Swiper the ExplorerSherie PollackEric WeinerAlex Que and Jose SilverioMarch 21, 2010 (2010-03-21)[9]TBA Swiper reveals his good side when he travels
with Dora and Boots and helps them return the baby fox to its mother. 12121The Great Birthday Adventure of DoraGeorge Chialtas and Allan JacobsenValerie Walsh ValdesBismarck Butch Datuin, Carol Delmindo Datuin, Enrico Vilbar Santana and Jose SilverioAugust 15, 2010 (2010-08-15)TBA Dora
and Boots need to return home before Dora's birthday party begins. Note 1: This episode was created to celebrate the show's 10th Anniversary. Note 2: This is the 9th double length episode. Season 6 (2010–12) No.overallNo. inseasonTitle [10]Directed byWritten byStoryboard byOriginal air date
[10]Prod.code1221Dora's Pegaso AdventureGeorge Chialtas and Allan JacobsenRosemary ContrerasButch Datuin, Carol Datuin, Enrico Vilbar Santana, Jose Silverio, Arthur Valencia and Ysty VeluzNovember 5, 2010 (2010-11-05)TBA Dora and Boots had to find all the constellations after the meteor
shower scared them. 1232Welcome Birthday, Super Baby! George Chialtas and JacobsenValerie Walsh ValdesButch Datuin, Datuin, Datuin, Enrico Vilbar Santana and Jose SilverioNovember 15, 2010 (2010-11-15)TBA The Super Babies teamed up with Dora and Boots to salvage a birthday cake from a
bear snatcher cake. Note: This is the last appearance of baby sibling Dora. 1243Dora's Hair-Raising AdventureTBATBATBA November 16, 2010 (2010-11-16)TBA Dora took Boots to the barber shop for a haircut, before posing for a photo to send to her mother. 1254Baby Winky Comes HomeGeorge
Chialtas and Allan JacobsenMaria EscobedoNancy Avery, George Chialtas, Enrico Vilbar Santana, Arthur Valencia and Ysty VeluzNovember 17, 2010 (2010-11-17)TBA Dora and Boots meet a small alien named Winky, and they must help her return to her spacecraft before returning to the Purple Planet.
1265Troll Old Grumpy MarriedGeorge Chialtas and Allan JacobsenRosemary ContrerasButch Datuin, Carol Datuin, Enrico Vilbar Santana and Jose SilverioFebruary 14, 2011 (2011-02-14)TBA The Grumpy Old Troll married his girlfriend, Petunia. But she forgot to take her wedding ring from her
grandmother's house. It's up to Dora, Boots, and Trolls to find the ring before the wedding begins. 1276The ballet adventure of DoraGeorge Chialtas and Allan JacobsenTeri WeissBismarck Butch Datuin, Carol Delmindo Datuin, Enrico Vilbar Santana and Jose SilverioMarch 14, 2011 (2011-03-14)TBA As
Dora is preparing a dance performance, the Delivery Duck carries its scuba fin instead of ballet sandals. Now, Dora and Boots must find the slippers before the recital begins. Along the way, Dora teaches her friends how to dance during a small situation to show that dancing can make a person feel good.
1287Boots' First BikeGeorge Chialtas and Allan JacobsenDana ChanButch Datuin, Carol Datuin, Enrico Vilbar Santana and Jose SilverioApril 8, 2011 (2011-04-08)TBA This was the first big day when Boots got its first bike from a bike shop. 1298Vacaciones! George Chialtas and Allan JacobsenBrian J.
BrombergButch Datuin, Carol Datuin, Enrico Vilbar Santana, Jose Silverio and Arthur ValenciaMay 20, 2011 (2011-05-20)TBA With their packed snacks, flashlights and binoculars, Dora and Boots go to camp Notes: The title means Vacation! in Spanish. 1309Dora in Troll LandGeorge Chialtas and Allan
JacobsenJorge AguirreButch Datuin, Carol Datuin, Enrico Vilbar Santana, Jose Silverio, Arthur Valencia and Ysty VeluzJuly 1, 2011 (2011-07-01)609 Dora and her friends explore Troll Land, the secret place where grumpy Old Trolls live. In this kind of dimension, everything is rhythmic. 13110Pepe's
School Day AdventureGeorge Chialtas and Allan JacobsenBrian J. BrombergBismarck Butch Datuin, Jose Silverio, Clint Taylor, Arthur Valencia and Ysty VeluzSeptember 9, 2011 (2011-09-09)TBA Dora tries to help Pepe the Pig win a popcorn party at school. Fascinated Dora Dora The story of Unicorn
KingGeorge Chialtas and Allan JacobsenRosemary ContrerasCarol Delmindo Datuin, Enrico Vilbar Santana, Clint Taylor and Ysty VeluzOctober 15, 2011 (2011-10-15)TBA Unicornio has been chosen to be king of the forest, so Dora and help her get her castle. 13312Halloween ParadeGeroge Chialtas
and Allen JacobsonValerie Walsh ValdesButch Datuin, Carol Datuin, Enrico Vilbar Santana, Jose Silverio and Arthur ValenciaOctober 24, 2011 (2011-10-24)TBA Dora and Boots had to help Little Monster find costumes so he could march in the Halloween parade, where he could march in a Halloween
parade, where 13413The Enchanted Forest Adventure of Dora: The Secrets of AtlantisGeorge Chialtas and Allan JacobsenChris GiffordBismarck Butch Datuin , Carol Delmindo Datuin, Enrico Vilbar Santana and Jose SilverioNovember 14, 2011 (2011-11-14)TBA Dora, Boots, Diego, and King Unicornio
left the Enchanted Forest to end the ancient feud between unicorns and dragons, and to save the lost continent of Atlantis. Meanwhile, greedy owls are given the opportunity to act as kings and watch over the forest. 13514The Enchanted Forest Adventure of Dora: Dora Saves The Unicornio KingGeorge
Chialtas and Allan JacobsenValerie Walsh ValdesBismarck Butch Datuin, Carol Delmindo Datuin, Enrico Vilbar Santana, Jose Silverio, Clint Taylor, Arthur Valencia and Ysty VeluzNovember 20, 2011 (2011-11-20)990 The Enchanted Forest was in grave danger as the owl captured Unicornio's position as
king and trapped Unicornio. Dora and Boots have to venture into the forest to rescue Unicornio and teach the owl a lesson. Note: This is the 10th double length episode. 13615Dora and Diego Save AtlantisTBATBATBAJanuary 30, 2012 (2012-01-30)616 Dora, Boots, Diego, and King Unicornio try to end
the feud between unicorns and dragons to make Atlantis rise. 13716 Big Red Chicken Magic StickTBATBAJanuary 31, 2012 (2012-01-31)608 Big Red Chicken performs magic tricks. For his first trick, he turned Boots into chickens. As he tries to turn him back into a monkey, the Big Red Rooster pulls out
a large sneeze that pushes his magic wand into Magic Land. Dora and friends set off on a magical journey to get the stick fixed so boots can turn back into monkeys again. Note: This is the last episode in which Caitlin Sanchez voices Dora. 13817Swiper's Favorite ThingsTBATBATBAFebruary 1, 2012
(2012-02-01)620 Swiper packs all his favorite things for a stay at his grandmother's house: his pyjamas, his favorite puppy book, and his very special cute rabbit. Just like he was going to leave, a big gust of wind came and blew it all away. Dora, Boots and Swiper travel to Crocodile Lake, through the
Tangled Forest, and race to Strawberry Hill for Swiper's favorite stuff back. Note: This is the first episode in which Fatima Ptacek voices Dora. 13918Pita 13918Pita PintoGeorge Chialtas and Allan JacobsenValerie Walsh ValdesEnrico Vilbar Santana and Jose SilverioFebruary 2, 2012 (2012-02-02)702
Dora, Boots, and Pinto were heading to a big horse show, but the train broke down on the road. Note: This is the first episode to air and be produced in HDTV 16:9 widescreen format. 14019Dora's Knighthood AdventureGeorge Chialtas and Allan JacobsenJorge AguirreBismarck Butch Datuin, Enrico
Vilbar Santana, Jose Silverio, Arthur Valencia and Ysty VeluzFebruary 3, 2012 (2012-02-03)619 Boots love to hear stories of knights on heroic adventures and Don Quixote (voiced by Andy Garcia) tells Dora and Boots that anyone can be a knight if they help others. Boots would love to be a knight, and
so would his friends Rocinante the Horse and Dapple the Donkey, but they need someone to save. Dora takes up the scope of her spotting and they find a princess calling for help from the Royal Garden. Dora, Boots, Rocinante and Dapple set off through a puppet stage and past the Tico carousel, to get
to the Royal Garden and rescue the princess, who was trapped near the fountain and her cat, who was trapped in a tree. Note: This is the last episode to air and be produced in full-screen SDTV 4:3 since the show's premiere in 2000. Season 7 (2012–13) No.overallNo. inseasonTitle [11][12]Directed
byWritten byStoryboard byOriginal air date [11][12]Prod.code[11] Viewers(millions)1411Dora's Easter AdventureGeorge Chialtas and Allan JacobsenRosemary ContrerasBismark Butch Datuin, Datuin, Carol Delmindo Datuin, Enrico Vilbar Santana, Jose Silverio and Ysty VeluzApril 4, 2012 (2012-04-
04)701N/A Dora and Boots met the Easter Bunny, disguised as a Hip-Hop Bunny and spoke only in rape. Swiper swiped the Basket of Hip-Hop Bunny, so the trio had to get it back in time for the Easter party. 1422Feliz He de los Padres! George Chialtas and Allan JacobsenDana ChanEnrico Vilbar
Santana and Jose SilverioJune 15, 2012 (2012-06-15)704N/A Dora made kites for her Papi on Father's Day, and had to pick it up when blown away. Note: The title of this episode means Happy Father's Day in Spanish. 1433The rescue of Dora in the Mermaid KingdomGeorge Chialtas and Allan
JacobsenValerie Walsh ValdesEnrico Vilbar Santana and Jose SilverioJuly 10, 2012 (2012-07-10)713N/A Dora and Boots transformed into sea creatures to help the lost mermaid return to her mother. 1444 Fantastic Gymnastics Adventure DoraGeorge ChialtasBrian J. BrombergEnrico Vilbar Santana and
Jose SilverioAugust 13, 2012 (2012-08-13)7052.43[13] Dora and Boots trained for the Fantastic Gymnastics Show when Dora got a special post: However, Swipe swiped the ribbon, so the duo get it back in time for the show. 1455 SekolahGeorge Chialtas and Allan JacobsenDana ChanKathy Carr,
Bismark Butch Datuin, Datuin, David PrinceSeptember 7, 2012 (2012-09-07)712N/A Dora and Emma bring the volcano project to the Green Power Science Fair with new friends. Note: This episode features a younger version of Emma, one of Dora's grown-up friends in Dora and Friends: Into the City!.
1466The Moonlight Adventure of DoraGeorge Chialtas and Allan JacobsenChris GiffordBismark Butch Datuin and Clint TaylorSeptember 14, 2012 (2012-09-14)706N/A Dora takes care of several kittens for Abuela and has a dream adventure where one of them is lost in the storybook world, even chasing
a rope ball. 1477The Great Surprise of PerritoGeorge Chialtas and Allan JacobsenRosemary ContrerasKathy Carr, Carol Delmindo Datuin and Ysty VeluzOctober 15, 2012 (2012-10-15)7071.31[14] There was a surprise gift waiting for Perrito, but Swiper wanted to swipe it. Dora had to prevent Swiper
from doing it at Surprise Hill. 1488Dora and Diego's Amazing Animal Circus AdventureGeorge Chialtas and Allan JacobsenChris GiffordKathy Carr, Carol Delmindo Datuin, Enrico Vilbar Santana and Ysty VeluzOctober 16, 2012 (2012-10-16)7191.24[14] Boots and Baby Jaguar had an animal circus, and
Dora and Diego rushed to get there. 1499Benny the CastawayAllan Jacobsen and Henry Lenardin-MaddenJorge AguirreBismark Butch Datuin and Clint TaylorOctober 17, 2012 (2012-10-17)7031.33[14] Benny was stranded on crazy, deserted Coconut Island, and it was up to Dora and Boots to save him.
15010Baby Bongo's Big Music ShowGeorge Chialtas and Allan JacobsenLeslie ValdesBismark Butch Datuin and Carol Delmindo DatuinOctober 18, 2012 (2012-10-18)7111.39[14] Dora and Boots helped a little bongo 15111Dora's Royal RescueGeorge Chialtas and Allan JacobsenChris GiffordKathy
Carr, Bismarck Butch Datuin, Carol Delmindo Datuin, Gloria Y. Jenkins, Enrico Vilbar Santana, Jose Silverio, Clint Taylor and Ysty VeluzNovember 5, 2012 (2012-11-05)9892.57[15] Dora and Boots became female knights and bodyguards, and helped the noble horse in rescuing Don Quixote, who had
been captured by an evil witch and held in an abandoned library. Note: This is the 11th double length episode. 15212Vamos a Smart! George Chialtas and Allan JacobsenBrian J. BrombergEnrico Vilber Santana and Jose SilveroNovember 13, 2012 (2012-11-13)7141.38[16] Dora and Boots had to bring
their custom paintbrush to help their painter friend in the art studio. Note: The title means Let's Paint! in Spanish. 15313Check Up DayGeorge Chialtas, Allan Jacobsen and Henry Lenardin-MaddenValerie Walsh ValdesKathy Carr, Carol Delmindo Datuin, Mary Hanley, David Prince and Ysty
VeluzNovember 14, 2012 (2012-11-14)7091.26[16] Dora was at the doctor's office for her annual examination. There, he meets some sick animals and learns that getting a shot is not as bad as it seems. 15414Peta Chialtas Chialtas Allan JacobsenRosemary ContrerasEnrico Vilbar Santana and Jose
SilveroNovember 15, 2012 (2012-11-15)7101.35[16] The map shows his nephew, Little Map, how to draw and create a treasure map. Soon, Dora and Boots go on their own treasure hunt. 15515 DoraGeorge Chialtas Thanksgiving Day Parade, Allan Jacobsen and Henry Lenardin-MaddenJorge
AguirreBismark Butch Datuin and Clint TaylorNovember 19, 2012 (2012-11-19)7081.65[17] Dora and Boots rushed to get Dora's float back for the Thanksgiving Day parade when the Piggies Pirates caused her to fly away. 15616Book ExplorersGeorge Chialtas and Allan JacobsenValerie Walsh
ValdesDavid Prince and Clint TaylorNovember 26, 2012 (2012-11-26)7201.28[16] Dora and Boots visited the library, where they jumped into three books, met their characters, and helped them find their lost belongings. 15717Dora Rocks! George Chialtas and Allan JacobsenJorge AguirreCarol Delmindo
Datuin, Enrico Vilbar Santana and Jose SliveroJanuary 14, 2013 (2013-01-14)7172.27[18] Dora and Boots had to get to Benny's warehouse so they could use Dora's microphone to invite their friends to a singing party together. 15818 Kupu BallGeorge Chialtas and Allan JacobsenRosemary
ContrerasBismark Butch Datuin and Clint TaylorJanuary 16, 2013 (2013-01-16)7181.35[18] Dora and Boots had to help their butterfly friend Mariposa attend the Butterfly Ball, where everyone got their special wing set. Season 8 (2013–2019) The last six episodes remain undisturbed in the United States
through July 7, 2019 to August 9, 2019, to commemorate the release of Dora and lost city of gold. No.overallNo. inseasonTitle [11][19]Directed byWritten byStoryboard byOriginal air date[11][19]Prod.code[11]US viewers (millions)1591Dora and Perrito to the RescueGeorge Chialtas, Allan Jacobsen and
Henry Lenardin-MaddenValerie Walsh ValdesAdam Henry, Kuni Tomita and Ysty VeluzMarch 18, 2013 (2013-03-18)8051.67[20] Dora and Perrito rushed to the river to rescue Boots. 1602The Abundant PuppiesGeorge Chialtas, Allan Jacobsen and Henry Lenardin-MaddenJorge AguirreKathy Carr,
Bismark Butch Datuin, Enrico Vilbar Santana and Clint TaylorMarch 20, 2013 (2013-03-20)8021.33[20] Dora and her friends accompanied a group of puppies to rescue a young boy named Little. 1613A ride on that Form TrainGeorge Chialtas and Allan JacobsenBrian J. BrombergAdam Henry and Enrico
Vilbar SantanaJune 3, 2013 (2013-06-03)8031.65[21] Dora and Boots made the train out of shape in boots sticker book, and they jumped to take the forgotten steering wheel before the train headed for the final turn on the track. 1624 Kittens at MittensGeorge Chialtas and Allan JacobsenDana ChanKathy
Carr and Ysty VeluzJune 5, 2013 (2013-06-05)8071.84[21] Dora reads Little Kitten to Abuela's new cat, Lucky, and jumps into nursery rhyme book to help kitten find find Gloves. 1635Dora's Great Roller Skate AdventureGeorge Chialtas and Allan JacobsenChris GiffordKathy Carr, Bismark Butch Datuin,
Clint Taylor and Ysty VeluzSeptember 22, 2013 (2013-09-22)8081.43[22] Dora and Boots helped their magic roller skates stand up to bullies to open skate park to everyone. 1646 Birthday Party Verde! George Chialtas and Allan JacobsenRosemary ContrerasBismark Butch Datuin, John Eddings, Pete
Mekis, Edemer Santos, Clint Taylor, Janice Tolentino, Arthur Valencia and Christopher YbarraSeptember 30, 2013 (2013-09-30)8041.64[23] Dora, Boots, and Verde the Clean-Up Truck had to clear the floodwaters at Party Park in time for the 1657Dora's and Sparky's Riding Adventure parties! George
Chialtas, Allan Jacobsen and Henry Lenardin-MaddenJorge AguirreBismark Butch Datuin and Clint TaylorOctober 2, 2013 (2013-10-02)8091.41[23] 1668Dora's Rainforest Talent ShowGeorge Chialtas and Allan JacobsenBrian J Brom Carol Delmindo Datuin, Adam Henry and Janice TolentinoOctober 28,
2013 (2013-10-28)8141.38[24] 1679Dora and Diego in the Dinosaur AgeGeorge Chialtas and Allan Jacobsen Chris GiffordBismark Butch Datuin and Clint , 2013 (2013-10-30)8151.20[24] Dora and Diego travel back to prehistoric times and go on a dinosaur adventure to find a Baby Jaguar. 16810Dora's
Ice Skating SpectacularGeorge Chialtas, Allan Jacobsen and Henry Lenardin-MaddenTeri WeissCarol Delmindo Datuin and Enrico Vilbar SantanaNovember 25, 2013 (2013-11-25)8112.81[25] Dora and Boots had to help Snow White beat the Ice Witch in a skating to win back everyone 16911Wedding
Roller Coaster RocksGeorge Chialtas and Allan JacobsenJorge AguirreAdam Henry and Enrico Vilbar SantanaJanuary 24, 2014 (2014-01-24)8061.27[26] Dora, Boots , and Abuela is exploring the rainforest, looking for the rainforest, looking for the rainforest This is the magical forest amusement park that
Abuela used when she was a child. His favorite ride was Roller Coaster Rocks, which he always dreamed of riding once again. Now in adventure forest, the group rides teacups and wooden rides, and swings through trees on their way to Roller Coaster Rocks. 17012Dora in WonderlandGeorge Chialtas,
Allan Jacobsen and Henry Lenardin-MaddenChris GiffordKathy Carr, Bismark Butch Datuin, Carol Delmindo Datuin, Enrico Vilbar Santana, Jose Silverio, Kuni Tomita and Ysty VeluzMarch 10, 2014 (2014-03-10)9882.07[27] When Abuela's kitten ran through a magical mirror, Dora and Boots ended up in
Wonderland. Note: This is the 12th double length episode. 17113Dora's Museum Sleepover AdventureGeorge Chialtas and Allan JacobsenDana ChanKathy Carr, Carol Delmindo Datuin and Ysty VeluzMarch 27, 2014 (2014-03-27)8101.44[28] Dora brought magical robes to the prince's castle break the
spell. 17214Dora's Super Soccer ShowdownGeorge Chialtas, Allan Jacobsen and Henry Lenardin-MaddenRosemary ContrerasKathy Carr, Bismark Butch Datuin, Enrico Vilbar Santana and Jose SilverioJune 5, 2014 (2014-06-05)8012.13[29] Dora traveled to Brazil to play in the Big Cup Soccer
Tournament against a monster team playing football. 17315Dora Saves the FairylandGeorge Chialtas and Allan JacobsenValerie Walsh ValdesKathy Carr, Bismark Butch Datuin, Enrico Vilbar Santana and Clint TaylorJuly 7, 2019 (2019-07-07)[b]9870.51[30] Dora and Boots returned to Fairytale Land to
help the King and Queen as the place began to lose its magic. To save Ivy Brick Wall, they need to get magic water, but are surrounded by all the bad fairytale characters. Note: This is the 13th and final double length episode. 17416 DoraGeorge Chailtas Night Light Adventure, Allan Jacobsen and Henry
Lenardin-MaddenRosemary ContrerasKathy Carr, Bismark Butch Datuin, Enrico Vilbar Santana and Jose SilverioJuly 14, 2019 (2019-07-14)[c]8200.33[31] 17517Dora's Fairy Godmother RescueDora and Boots Help the Fairy GodmotherGeorge Chailtas, Allan Jacobsen and Henry Lenardin-
MaddenRosemary ContrerasKathy Carr, Bismark Butch Datuin, Enrico Vilbar Santana and Jose SilverioJuly 21, 2019 (2019-0 7-21)[d]8180.35[32] 17618The adventure of Animalito DoraGeorge Chialtas and Allan JacobsenChris GiffordKuni TomitaJuly 28 , 2019 (2019-07-28)[e]8190.24[33] Note: This
was Diego's last appearance. 17719Dora and the Very Sleepy BearGeorge Chailtas, Allan Jacobsen and Henry Lenardin-MaddenRosemary ContrerasKathy Carr, Bismark Butch Datuin, Enrico Vilbar Santana and Jose SilverioAugust 4, 2019 (2019-08-04)[f]8160.34[34] Note: This is Boots' last
appearance. 17820Mari Kita Go to School of MusicGeorge Chialtas, Allan Jacobsen and Henry Lenardin-MaddenRosemary ContrerasKathy Carr, Bismark Butch Datuin, Enrico Vilbar Santana and Jose SilverioAugust 9, 2019 (2019-08-09)[g]8170.54[35] Dora, Emma, and Kate help Gus with the bus to
bring all the instruments to the children at the School of Music. Note: This is the last episode of the series, and aired on the same day of the theatrical releases of Dora and Lost City of Gold. Note ^ Episodes of Dora's Dance to the Rescue, Dora's World Adventure, and Dora Saves the Mermaids have
animated directors as episodic directors. ^ It was first released on DVD on June 2, 2015. ^ It first aired in Canada and the United Kingdom on April 24, 2015. ^ It first aired in Canada and the United Kingdom on April 22, 2015. ^ It first aired in Canada and the United Kingdom on April 23, 2015. ^ It first
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